Electronic queue system at Belarus
customs points with NumberOk software

PARKMI

PARKMI company has integrated NumberOk into the electronic
queue system to improve the automation of the passage
of the Bruzgi checkpoints in the Republic of Belarus.
Automation of a separate parking lot not only increases its efficiency,
convenience for the client, and safety, but can also ensure the operation
of related facilities. For example, parking is part of the border crossing
system at customs and ensures order in the formation of an electronic
queue. NumberOk as a recognizer of number plates and all vehicle
parameters is an ideal software that can be easily integrated into any
system and provides a vehicle’s information.

BRUZGHI

R E P U B L I C O F B E LA RUS

The problem to
be solved

The customs and border services need to speed up the process of
passing the border checkpoints of the Republic of Belarus and
automate the formation of an electronic queue.

Main clients:

■ Beltamozhservice
■ Customs Committee of the Republic of Belarus

■ Automatic recognition of state registration plates of vehicles

Client requirements:

and their transfer to the electronic queue system.

■ Passing the border point according to the electronic queue.

Solution architecture:
Cameras at the entrance
and exit of the parking lot
of the customs point transmit
video to a server with
a pre-installed NumberOk.

Electronic
queue
system

Checking
a reservation
at Beltamozhservice

Signal to the border checkpoint and
the car with the reservation number,
leave the parking lot

The recognized license plates are sent to the Beltamozhservice electronic queue system.
After that, the vehicle data is checked against the reservation at the Beltamozhservice, where the driver has previously entered the vehicle data (queue reservation). According to its turn, the car automatically leaves the parking lot to
the border point to pass it. Thus, the user does not feel the delay at the checkpoint and does not stand in line at the
side of the road in an inappropriate place.

What the client gets:
■ the vehicle number is recognized and automatic entry / exit to
the parking lot is provided,
■ the vehicle number is recorded in the customs electronic
queue system and compared with the White List of the
Beltamozhservice,
■ ensured order and fast passage of the queue,
■ the ability to organize paid parking at the border service.

Solution
advantages:

License plate
recognition

Whitelisted
check

Accuracy:
above

Collection and analysis
of parking statistics

Reports are available
"for the period"

What do you need:

6 channel
NumberOK Lite

Simple PC

Electronic queue
system

A system for generating
reservations and their payment

Partner comment:
Evgeny Shishkov,
director of PARKMI LLC

Our team decided to improve the automation
processes at the Bruzgi checkpoint by integrating
NumberOk LPR software into the electronic
queue system. This made it possible to solve the
main task - to reduce the time of passing through
customs checkpoints. Naturally, a number of
additional problems were resolved and inconveniences
at the Bruzgi checkpoint were eliminated.
,
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For example, the "road" was removed from the
roadside, the passage of checkpoints through
the formation of an electronic queue was streamlined,and the possibility of speculation in places
in the queue was excluded. As a bonus, it became
possible to organize paid parking at the border
service. In general, now customers receive a
civilized service when crossing checkpoints.

If you would like to discuss your own project using
software from the FF Group product line, please contact:
n.osypova@ff-group.org, +420608884183.
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